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Thisiinvention" relates "to van observation» device 
andrha’s ‘for its ‘object-to ‘provide; in a manner 
as hereinafter-"set'forth," a device of the‘class 
referredr'to *for reproducing ' visually: ‘ the exact A Y 

5 condition ‘of ‘a person’s-arch'toenable chiropo 
distsl’iand"foot'*specialists; 'asi-well?‘as a patient. 
-to observe‘study "and- realize a weakness or'fall 
ing"arch-:-'of 'the' footwwhen the latter is under 
pressure;-1=Althoug1r"the device is designed prie 

10 = Ymarilyfor-use by'chiropodists and foot ‘specialists 
it is to-be understood that it may beemployed 
in any'connectio‘n'for which it is found applicable.~ 
A further object-of thev invention is to provide; 

in a mannereas hereinafter setforth, 'a device 
-of the’iclass‘referredto so'constructed and ar-" 15 
ranged; to wisually reproduce the condition of the 
arcl'r'of a" person’s foot-at-a point to be convene? 
iently‘" ‘observed; " ‘studied; 1and ‘ examined‘ "by a 
chiropodist or *foot" specialist. 

20 it i‘"F'urthei"objects =of=the ‘invention are to pro?" 
vide‘;’~-in“a manneras ‘hereinafter-set forth, a 
device "of the‘- class referred-to, which is simple” 
in its construction and arrangement, strong, 
durable; ’compact-," thoroughly ' efficient ‘for the‘ 

25 ‘ purpose intended‘ thereby} readily ‘repaired when ~ 
occasion» requires and comparatively’“inexpensive 
to manufacture.- - ' 

Td‘thé above 'ends ‘essentiallyj‘and' to others 
which may hereinafter appear, the invention con-" 

30 sists of ‘such'parta'and such combinationor" parts 
which fall within the scope of the invention as 
claimed. 
In the drawing: ' 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the device, 
Figures 2 and 3 are transverse and longitu 

dinal sections of the device on line 2-2 and 
3—3 respectively, Figure 1, and 
Figure 4 is a top plan view of the device show 

ing the image reproduced thereby. 
The device comprises a. rectangular open top 

housing 5 formed of a bottom 5, a pair of side 
walls ‘I, 8 and a pair of end walls 9, I0. The 
side and end walls of the housing are detach‘ 
ably connected together in abutting relation. 
Each end wall is provided on its inner face, in 
proximity to its top edge, with a groove H of 
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a length to extend from one side edge to the 
other side edge thereof. Each side wall is formed 
on its inner face, in proximity to its top edge, 
with a pair of spaced endwise aligning grooves 
l2, [3 closed at their inner and opening at their 
outer ends. The grooves l2, l3 extend from the 
end edges of a side wall to a point spaced from 
each side of the vertical median of such wall. 

55 Arranged within and extending across the 

upper portion of ho'usingi, at the transverse cen-"' 
'ter of the‘ latter, is a trough “M‘formed‘of a ‘ 
pair of, end‘ walls 15,115, ‘a pair/of ;side ‘walls’; 
I ‘l, 'l 8,"and‘ a‘ bottom ‘I 8 secured ‘against the'lower 
edgesof and ?ush Wit11‘thé“sald side "andlendm 
walls.’ “ “The end walls‘ t5, ‘I6 are ‘of greaterthick-t’v 

> ness and of materially'less‘length than side 'walls " 
These latter‘ are secured "to - the ‘side/“j 

edges of the walls l 5,16; 1 The topv edges of the‘ 
walls‘, £15,116 are disposed-I-in*alignmentwvith ‘thee-s 

of the! grooves l Irv’ Byii'this. arrangemen-tkth 
trough-5 ll 4 ? has nits; topiwarrangedvfbelowi ‘their to 
edges 10f ‘the'walls 9, €I0.i;r,-The%.walls:l_5," l6,*'?l,1,""l8 Hi ’ 

and-bottomrw are formedsof a‘ materialtwhichv will =. prevent the zpassagegof-light- therethroughr? 

topvwalls-btthegrooves 12', _I3. 'l'li'eftop-v'edgesr ~ 
of the"-walls?il‘l,iil8 ialign withithe bottom-edgesf-? 

The wall, , H) ,of the- housing‘ :5, is formed with aan 
opening. .20" which; aligns. with -.a cutout- 2| pro-1. 
'videdin the wall..l6 of the troughlll; Theopen-V . 
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ing 2.0 andcutoutil -coact ‘to provide a passage, . 

of theQgroovésJ l; 'as.well.as seating upon the‘ 

_for circuit connections ' 22,‘ 23 "into the trough. 1.4.“ ‘ 
Mounted in .the opposing grooves l2 andone... 

wallil8, is'a~ transparentp'aneli25 “constituting a‘ ‘ 
foot" support. ‘'> Mounted ‘in ‘the opposing‘ grooves" 
13 and-‘the‘votherrgroove ll,‘jas*we1l‘astseating" ' 
upon the wall ; n atransparent panel‘ 26 icon“ ' 
stituting a window for‘viewingtheishadowgraplr 
produced by the device. The panels 25, 26 are 

- to abut the closed inner ends of the grooves [2, 
I3 respectively. When the walls ‘I, 8 are secured 
to the walls 9,"), the panels 25, 26v are maintained 
in the position shown in Figure 1. 
are disposed below the top edge of the walls of 
housing 5. I 

Detachably secured upon the top edges of the 
Walls I5, l6 by the holdfast means 21 is an oblong 
member 28 havingits ends abutting the inner 
face of the walls 9, l0 and its upper face ?ush 
with the top edges of the latter. The side 
marginal portion of the lower face of member 

The panels “ 

28 seats upon the inner marginal portions of the ' ' 
upper faces of the panels 25, 26. The side edges 
of member 28 are ?ush with the side edges of the 
walls IS, IS and the outer side faces of the walls 
I1, 18. The member 28 is a closure for the top 
of trough l4 and forms, in connection with the 
latter and inner edges of the panels 25, 28, a 
chamber 29 for an illuminating device 30 in the 
form of an electrical lamp. ‘The member 28 fur- 
ther constitutes a suspension respectively for a 
switch 3| which depends therefrom into chamber 
29 and an angle shaped re?ector 32 which also 
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depends therefrom into the chamber 29. The 
member 28 is formed of opaque material. 
Within the housing 5 is arranged a pair of 

oppositely disposed spaced mirrors 33, 34 which 
extend from the walls 1, 8 respectively to the 
bottom 6. Each mirror is set at an angle of 45° 
and extends transversely of housing 5, ,The up 
per ends of the mirrors 33, 34 are spaced a sub 
stantial distance below the panels 25, 26 
respectively. The lower ends of the mirrors are 
spaced from each other. The mirrors 33, 34 are 
set in grooves in walls 9, 10 as illustrated in 34’. 
The reflector 32 includes'a horizontal part 35‘ 

and a vertical part 36 which depends from one 
side of part 35 and opposes the inner face of 
wall I1. Holdfast means 31 are employed for 
anchoring part 35 directly against the lower face 
of member 28. Secured to the part 35 of re 
flector 32 at that end of the latter adjacent 
switch 3| is a depending angle-shaped support 
ing bracket 38 for the lamp 30. 
or circuit connection 22 has interposed therein 
the switch 3|. The conductor or circuitcon 
nection 23 leads directly to lamp 30. ~ ' 

The light rays from the lamp 30 are directed 
to the inner end edge of the panel 25 for the 
purpose of illuminating the bottom of the foot 
of a person to result in the device'producing a 
shadowgraph of said foot bottom. The light rays 
also illuminate the chamber, 29. The walls of 
the compartment 39 are stained black. The 
compartment 39 vreceives no direct light from 
compartment 29 and depends upon the light rays 
which travel through the panel 25 to reproduce 
the‘ image of the bottom of the foot in mirror 
33 and reflect it ‘into mirror 34 for observation. 
When the device is used the patient positions 

one of his feet under pressure upon the panel 25 
and the image of the bottom of the‘ foot appears 
in mirror 33; From the latter the image is re 
?ected in mirror 34 and viewed therein through 
the window provided by the panel 26. 
_While the preferred embodiment of the inven 

tion has been shown, it is to be understood that 
various changes in the size, shape, material and 
arrangement of parts may be resorted to without 
departing from the spirit of the invention or the 
scope of the appended claims.‘ 

The conductor 

2,009,340 
What I claim is: 
1. An observation device comprising an open 

top housing, a pair of spaced inner edgewise 
aligning transparent panels supported in the 
sides and ends of the housing adjacent the top. 
edge of the latter, androne constituting a foot 
support and the other a window for viewing 
an image, said panels being disposed in a plane 
for closing the major portion of the open top 
of the housing, a pair of oppositely upstanding 
inclined mirrors positioned within and against 
the ends, sides and bottom of the housing, di 
rectly below and in spaced relation to said panels 
for re?ecting an image received by one to the 
other, a closed opaque hollow oblong structure 
providing a chamber interposed between central 
upper portions of the inner faces of the sides 
of the housing, said panels having their inner 
ends interposed between the upper ends of the 
sides and the top of said structure, the latter 
closing the remaining portion of the open top of 
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said structure, a re?ector within said chamber 7 
and including a vertical part having a non-re 
fleeting surface opposing the inner end edge of 
that panel constituting the window and a re?ect 
ing surface for directing light rays to the inner 
end edge of the other of said panels, and a con 
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trollable electrical illuminating means control- . 
lable from one of the walls of said structure and 
including a lamp suspended in said chamber. 

2, The invention, as set forth in claim 1, hav 
ing the inner end edges of said panels flush with 
the inner faces of the sides of said structure. I 

3. The invention, as set forth in claim 1, hav 
ing the controllable illuminating means includ 
ing a switch carried by the top of said structure 
and a pair of circuit conductors extending into, 
said chamber, one of said conductors having said 

1 switch interposed in that portion thereof ar 
ranged in said chamber, and one end of said 
structure and, one side of said housing having 
coacting means to provide a passage for saidcon 
ductors. ' V 

4. The invention, as set, forth in claim 1, hav 
ing the lower ends of the mirrors spaced from 
each other, said structure aligning with the space 
between said mirrors and having its top ?ush 
with the top edges of the, side Walls of the hous 
mg. , 
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